system with your go for the new orbit

burn I said go for the deal return and

we copy your notes about the two things

to see that everything looks good for

today's landing of space shuttle

Atlantis weather and shuttle systems all

performing well and when the weather's

case clear enough and visibility good

winds low enough that bleeding should

not be a problem scheduled for eight
00:00:43,679 --> 00:00:49,979
gave the crew the go to fire the
shuttles orbital maneuvering system

00:00:45,390 --> 00:00:54,049
generates engines at eight thirty six easy 737

00:00:56,640 --> 00:01:03,328
reports they'll burn for two minutes and
system engines now firing the team here

00:01:00,000 --> 00:01:07,700
in the shuttle flight control room

47 seconds slowing atlantis down by 310

00:01:03,329 --> 00:01:07,700
feet per second or 211 miles per hour